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Sirius FM -5 Satellite Has Been
Placed Into Service

Sirius XM Radio announced that Sirius FM -5,
the newest addition to the Sirius XM satellite fleet,
was recently placed into service on the Sirius net-
work. The new satellite, which was manufactured
by Space Systems/Loral, provides improved signal
penetration and reception to millions of Sirius sub-
scribers in North America. The satellite, launched
on June 30, was guided to its final orbit position and
has successfully completed all post -launch testing.

Sirius FM -5 is one of the world's most powerful
communications satellites and is the first geosta-
tionary Sirius satellite, complementing the Sirius
fleet of three non-geostationary satellites. Sirius FM -
5 is designed to provide more focused power in areas
of peak population, such as metropolitan areas on the
east and west coast, as well as significantly improv-
ing reception when driving under heavy foliage. Its
location in a geostationary orbit position over North
America at 96 degrees west longitude assures that
home receivers can aim at a fixed point in the south-
ern sky to receive a signal on a constant basis.

The satellite was launched from the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan aboard an International
Launch Services (ILS) Proton.

(Source: Sirius XM Radio)

blinkx Partners With Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation

blinkx, a video search engine, announced a new
partnership with the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (CBC), Canada's national public radio
and television broadcast network. Clips from the sta-
tion's online video library are now easily available
at www.blinkx.com. blinkx will also place contex-
tually relevant advertising against these videos and
share resulting advertising revenue with CBC. blinkx
has made more than 530 partners and indexed over
35 million hours of video and audio content to date.

(Source: blinkx)

Global Certification Standard
Announced For Internet Radios

The Internet Media Device Alliance (IMDA) has
announced a baseline certification standard for
standalone Internet radio players. Called IMDA
Profile 1, the standard aims to protect consumers by
aligning competing technologies and future -proof-
ing Internet radio product design. Major Internet

radio manufacturers and broadcasters are backing
the IMDA certification standard to ensure that new
products will access the majority of streamed audio
broadcasts, available now and in the future. It is esti-
mated that certified radios will receive around 90
percent of the world's radio stations currently broad-
casting over the Internet.

(Source: IMDA)

DRM Receiver Profiles Released
At IBC 2009

The DRM Digital Radio Receiver Profiles, which
define minimum functionality for different classes
of digital radio receivers, were released in
Amsterdam at IBC2009. The Profiles aim to help
manufacturers build stand-alone DRM or multi -
standard receivers and stimulate digital radio mar-
kets across the world. The Receiver Profiles offer
significant benefits to all stakeholders in the radio
market: For broadcasters they provide assurance that
their services will be receivable; for manufacturers
that their technology investments will be supported
by a wide choice of services; and for consumers that
the products they purchase have the necessary fea-
tures to offer consistent quality and assured levels
of interoperability across their region and beyond.
The Profiles were developed by the DRM
Consortium with the aid of its member experts rep-
resenting silicon chip manufacturers, consumer
device manufacturers, radio broadcasters and other
experts from across the industry. The development
of the Receiver Profiles has taken into account
important market considerations including the con-
sumer experience, manufacturing issues, and broad-
caster requirements.

(Source: DRM Consortium)

Egypt Boosts Digital AM
Radio Signals

The Egyptian Radio and Television Union
(ERTU) has placed an order with Grass Valley for
two Thomson TMW 2050D 50 kW mediumwave
digital transmitters and complementary antenna sys-
tems to upgrade its existing AM radio broadcast net-
work and ensure reliable regional coverage. The new
Thomson DRM transmitters and antenna systems,
which are now being installed in Cairo, Egypt, will
be on the air in October 2009. By installing the new
technology, ERTU will realize a significant reduc-
tion in operational and maintenance costs.

(Source: Grass Valley)
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